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HAND-OPERATED STRAP CUTTER

A - Left Adjustment Wheel          
B - Right Adjustment Wheel
C - Metal Fingers         
D - Side Bracket                
E - Low Speed Adjustment
F - High Speed Adjustment
G - Thumb Screw
H - Locking Lever
I - Thumb Screw
J - Thumb Screw
K - Left-Handed Nut
L - Work Table
M - Chain Guard
N - Guide
O - Wrench
P - Bar

Congratulations on the purchase of your new 
Master Tool Hand-Operated Strap Cutter.  
Designed and manufactured by Weaver Leather, 
this 8" strap cutter features a table and roll that 
adjust together. This hand-operated machine 
features a handle that can be mounted in two 
positions – one for higher torque, lower speed 
applications and one for lower torque, higher  
speed applications. With the ability to cut  
through most types of leather, this efficient  
machine is an economical alternative to cutting  
by hand. You’ll appreciate the way the ends  
remove easily for quick change of blades  
and spacers and the roller bearings that  
ensure trouble-free operation. 

Your machine is assembled and ready to  
use after you mount it to a solid wood  
bench. This strap cutter features holes and 
mounting hardware for your convenience. It comes 
set up for 1" straps with spacers and blades. Do 
not operate this machine until you have read this 
instruction sheet in its entirety. This machine is 
designed for cutting leather. Use for any other 
purpose is prohibited and voids the warranty.
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It is important to position the Work Table (L) correctly to ensure you receive the best cutting performance 
from the blades.

1.  Turn the Adjustment Wheels (A and B) to the left until the blades cut into the bottom of the roll    
 approximately 1/16" or more, depending on the condition of the roll and the type of leather you are cutting.

2. Pay close attention to your adjustments. If the blades cut too deeply into the bottom roll, it may cause 
 uneven edges on your straps and may eventually wear deep wrinkles into the bottom roll. If the blades are 
 positioned too far from the roll, the machine will not cut the leather all the way through.  
 Please note: Adjustments may vary depending on the thickness of the leather.

The purpose of the machine’s metal fingers is to prevent the cut material from winding onto the cutter shaft.  
It is important for them to be positioned correctly. 

1.  You’ll find the Metal Fingers (C) located at the back of the machine.

2. Adjust by sliding the Metal Fingers (C) to the left or right, spacing them between the blades so the  
 Metal Fingers (C) skim the spacers that are mounted between the blades.

3. To remove Metal Fingers (C), remove the Side Bracket (D) on the left side of the machine and slide them off.

The handle on this machine can be mounted in two positions – one for higher torque, lower speed applications, 
which is the Low Speed Adjustment (E), and one for lower torque, higher speed applications, which is the High 
Speed Adjustment (F).
1.  To adjust the speed, first remove the handle by loosening the Thumb Screw (G) that’s located at the base  
 of the handle. The handle should then slide off.

2. Slide the handle onto the preferred shaft and then tighten the Thumb Screw (G). You’ll want to adjust your 
 speed according to the weight of the leather and your personal work preferences.

For your convenience, this machine is designed for the quick changing of spacers and blades.

1.  Turn the Adjustment Wheels (A and B) to the right until the blades are no longer touching the bottom roll.

2. Remove the Locking Lever (H) located on the left side of the machine and then slide the Side Bracket (D)  
 off of the shaft.

3. Remove the safety guard by removing the Thumb Screws (I and J). 

4. Then, loosen the Left-Handed Nut (K), using the Wrench (O) supplied and a Bar (P) that fits into the hole  
 on the shaft. The spacers and blades should now easily slide off the shaft.

5. To replace, simply slide your preferred spacers and blades onto the shaft. Properly adjust the Metal  
 Fingers (C), so there is one Metal Finger (C) per spacer. Tighten the nut on the drive shaft. Replace the  
 end bracket and tighten the Allen screw. Remember to replace the safety guard before operating.  
 We offer 1/16", 1/4", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4" or 1"* spacers and replacement blades.

*1/16" measures 1/16" even; the rest are 1/16" under size so you get the proper measurement after the  
addition of the blades.

POSITIONING THE WORK TABLE

METAL FINGER ADJUSTMENTS

ADJUSTING THE DRIVE SHAFT SPEED

CHANGING THE SPACERS AND BLADES
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Begin by adjusting your Guide (N) according to the material you’re going to cut. Insert the leather through the 
front of the machine, holding it steady against the Guide (N). Slowly crank the handle. The combined action of 
the bottom roll and the blades convey and cut the material, forcing it out of the back of the machine.

1.  To adjust the material Guide (N), loosen the thumb screw and adjust by sliding the Guide (N) to the left or right.

OPERATING THE MACHINE

TROUBLESHOOTING

GUIDE ADJUSTMENT
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 PROBLEM REMEDY

 Ruined or dull blade edge. Sharpen or replace blades.  
  Weaver Leather offers blade sharpening service.

 Deep wrinkles on bottom roll. Rearrange spacers and blades on drive shaft
  or replace bottom roll.

 Incorrect position of bottom roll Turn the Adjustment Wheels (A and B) to the 
 (it’s too far from blades). left until the blades skim the bottom roll.
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Limited Lifetime Guarantee
Every Master Tool is built to last using the finest materials and skilled American workmanship. We are proud to stand behind our products with an unmatched Limited 
Lifetime Guarantee. This quality standard warrants each product for its lifetime against defects in materials and workmanship under correct use, normal operating  
conditions and proper application. This guarantee does not extend to any component parts not manufactured by Weaver Leather, or if the machine is modified in any 
way. Weaver Leather makes no express warranties other than those that are specifically described herein. This warranty is expressly in lieu of all other warranties  
express or implied. There are no implied warranties of any kind including merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Weaver Leather will in no event be liable  
for any incidental or consequential damages whatsoever, nor for any sum in excess of the price received for the goods.

Safety

•  Never use this machine unless it is securely fastened down to your solid wood workbench. 

•  Never operate this machine without all the guards and shields in place.

•  Always keep hands, fingers, body parts and cloth away from moving parts during operation.

• Do not put fingers underneath the plexiglass shield.

• Caution: Cutting blades are very sharp. Handle with extreme care.

• Keep away from children at all times.

We recommend oiling the machine’s chain regularly through the access port. Be sure to crank the machine to 
ensure the entire chain is oiled. Bearings should also be oiled as needed.

MAINTENANCE


